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Suite and Light * 
1. Thoroughly Modern Varnish 

2. Soap on a String 

3. Groovy Strings 

~fBJff*, ttfws2~J!ic 

:XIJ~:i$'all' ~if~~ all 

David Gates all, ilif;;;R~J!ic 

Tony Osborne all, 51ifi3R~J!ic 



Concert Programme 

Huqin Quartet Chiang Kum Mun (Gaohu), Ling Hock Siang (Erhu) , 
Cheng Chung Hsien (Zhonghu) & Poh Yee Luh (Gehu) 

Spring Blossoms* 

Three Movements on Cantonese Tunes * 
1. Allegro (Thunder Storm and Drought) 
2. Adagio (Autumn Moon Over Lake Ping) 
3. Allegro (Horse Riding at the Countryside) 

Dr Ho Chee Kong 

Phoon Yew Tien 

Hu Yan Jun. 
Reflections of the Moon on the Waters of Erquan Arranged by Li Huan Zhi 

Beautiful Jiangnan 
Towards a Bright Future * 

Performers· The Huqin Quartet & Qu Jian Qing (yangqin) 

Sextet in Two Movements * 
1 . X in Tian Yoo 
2. Ri Weng Du Za 

Intermissi on 

Performers • The Huqin Quartet, Ma Xiao Lan (konghou) 
& Phang Thean Siang (dizi) 

Evergreen Friendship * 

IF* 
Performers • The Huqin Quartet & Tan Sung Wah (guitar) 

Suite and Light* 
1. Thoroughly Modern Varn ish 
2. Soap on a String 
3. Groovy Strings 

*Premiere 

Folk Music, Arranged by Ling Hock Siang 

Liu Tian Hua, Arranged by Qu Chun Quan 

Phoon Yew Tien 

Arranged by Chuan Joon Hee 

David Gates, Arranged by Poh Yee Luh 

Tony Osborne , Arranged by Poh Yee Luh 
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H u Bing Xu M usic Director cum Principal Conductor 

Hu Bing Xu is one of the most outstanding conductors in the contemporary China music circle. He is a First Class Conductor. 
He was formerly the China Central Chinese Orchestra Conductor and Deputy Leader, one of a few enjoying special privileges 
granted by the China government 

He has been a resident conductor and artistic instructor of the China Central Symphony Orchestra, the Central Opera Theatre, 
the Central Ballet Troupe, the Beijing Opera Theatre. the Oriental Song and Dance Troupe and the Shanghai Opera Theatre. 

In his 30 over years of music career, he has conducted numerous works such as the famous operas La Traviata, Carmen, Huo 
Lang Yu Xiao Jie, Shan Hua LanMan, Peng De Huai Zuo Jiao, Zhang Dian; ballets like The Swan Lake, Zhu Fu, Shan Lin, Lan 
Hua Gao, Hao Hao Dang Dang Yi Yi Da Shui, etc. 

Hu is also one of the few leading conductors who excels across the music frontier including symphony orchestra music, 
operas, ballets, Chinese orchestra music, traditional opera music, movies/television music as well as pop music. For his 
accomplishments, he was awarded the Outstanding Award by the China Ministry of Culture. Hu was also awarded a special 
Golden Record Conducting Award. 

In addition, the renowned opera Zhang Dian won him the top Culture Award by the Ministry of Culture. Time and again, Hu 
has been specially appointed as Conductor for most of the major and grand arts performances, some of which include the 
Closing Ceremony of the 11th Asian Games participated by more than 10,000 artistes as well as another big scale concert in 
commemoration of Xian Xing Hai. 

As far back as 1966, he conducted works like the large scale symphonic Shajia Bang, the contemporary Beijing opera 
Conquering the Tiger Mountain and Du Juan Mountain incorporating western symphony music into classical Beijing opera. 
The blending of symphonic music with traditional instrument and vocal music is a first for China which revolutionalise the 
development in traditional history of opera. Such creative works have indeed left behind a wealth of artistic experience. 

Hu 's conducting flows with style and elegance and precision, combining the best of eastern and western music. The music 
rendering blends delicacy with warmth. In particular. Hu is able to inspire and mobilise his musicians to commune with the 
music and audience. The end result is a perfect rendering of total harmony. By virtue of his gifted talents, Hu is a much 
sought after professional by recording and movie production companies. Companies from both local and overseas include 
China Recording Company, Hong Kong's Hugo Company, Ta iwan's Rockstone, Dutch 's Philip as well as Long Yin Company, 
Zhong Guo LoQg etc have commissioned him for music production. 

The Philip Company made a first debut, releasing three records in China with his conducting works that include Jinghu 
Symphony Special and Lu SiDing Violin Solo. Other conducting works for movies and television series such as Kai Guo Da 
Dian, The Dream of the Red Chamber, Dreamy Seasons, The Lady in Red, Ba Wang Bie Ji, The Gigantic Red Lantern, Ding 
Song, Wei Wei KunLun, The Mao Ze Dong 's Story, Journey to the West, Zhuge Liang and Story of the Three Kingdoms, etc. 

As a conductor, Hu expertly blends in with the musicians to create a new and refreshing expression through Chinese 
orchestra instruments. Build upon the solid foundation of traditional Chinese music together with the art of western conducting, 
Hu has opened a new vista in meeting the stringent requirements of most works. As a result. Hu has been able to raise the 
profile of the Chinese Orchestra to an international stature. This is a significant contribution made by Hu in conducting 
Chinese Orchestra in recent years. 

While in service as Music Director with the China Central Chinese Orchestra, Hu staged five performances in Taiwan and 
three in Japan. In 1995, the China Central Chinese Orchestra performed in Hong Kong for the first time after 37 years of 
formation and receive high acclaim. China Times commended him as "a conductor with star like qualities .. .who overpowers 
the stage with glamour, panache ... and charisma ... ". He led the China Central Chinese Orchestra in its eighteen-city tour to 
the United States of America in early 1997. His first performance with the world renowned cellist Yo Yo Ma on the cello 
concerto Spring Dream was a great success. The China Central Chinese Orchestra and Hu were the first Chinese orchestra 
troupe and conductor to perform in Carnegie Hall for the past one hundred years. 

Hu Bing Xu has been the Music Director of the Singapore Ghinese Orchestra since April 1997. He will lead his fellow 
musicians and the orchestra to grow from strength to strength, with a breakthrough in Asia and beyond. 
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The Huqin Quartet 
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4 homegrown professional musicians from the Singapore Chinese Orchestra (SCO) formed The Huqin Quartet in June 1998. They 
have passion and zeal for chamber music performance. The group consists of Chiang Kum Mun (gaohu}. Ling Hock Siang (erhu}. 
Cheng Chung Hsien (zhonghu} and Poh Yee Luh (gehu}. • 

The group's repertoire started with transcribed pieces and it continually seeks to expand its repertoire. Since its formation in June 
1998, Mr Phoon Yew Tien. our accomplished local composer and a Cultural Medallion recipient has given his support to th is group 
by re-writing Thunder Storm and Drought as a try out. followed with numerous discussion sessions. 

The Huqin Quartet's formation is an unprecendented milestone in Chinese string music genre. Their endeavour is a testament of 
their permanent commitment and quest for new forms of Chinese chamber music series. 

Various combinations of instruments can also be incorporated into the group for diversities. 

The Huqin Quartet has held successful talk-cum-presentations for local composers and arrangers. and has received favourable 
comments and encouragement. The group wishes to establish itself as having a niche in the local music scene. 
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A Brief Introduction of Huqin 

Huqin is the genuine term for Chinese bowed-stringed instruments. There are more than thirty-six types of huqins. The 
combination of The Huqin Quartet incorporates the gaohu, erhu, zhonghu and the gehu. Depending on the repertoi re, other 
ethnic instruments such as guitar, yangqin, konghou (Chinese harp), sitar, etc may also be incorporated 

Gaohu 
The renowned Cantonese musician Lui Man Shing, develops the gaohu, also known as yuehu, from the erhu in the 1920s. 
The construction is similar to that of an erhu, but the register is a fourth or fifth higher. It has a sonorous and glamorous tone, 
hence a leading instrument in Cantonese ensemble and Cantonese opera. It is especia lly appropriate for playing lyrical or 
lively melodies. 

Erhu 
The erhu evolved from the zaizheng (bowed zither) of the Tang Dynasty (618-907) before the 11th century, and the xiqin 
family found around the areas of Xi lamulun River in northwest China. In the early period, it was played with a bamboo stick 
scraping the strings. The bamboo stick was replaced by a bow in the Song Dynasty (960-1274) Between the 1910 and 1930, 
a celebrated musician Liu Tian Hua upgraded the instrument from an accompanying instrument to a solo instrument In the 
past 80 years, the erhu has been developed into an instrument with mellow tone quality and played with demanding finesse. 
The wel l-known erhu repertorire includes the popular pieces Reflections of the Moon on the Waters of Erquan, Torrents of 
the River and the erhu concerto The Great Wall Capriccio. 

Zhonghu 
The zhonghu(literally meaning "alto erhu" I came into being as a result of reforms on the erhuduring the 1950s. With larger 
size and longer strings than that of an erhu, the zhonghu belongs to the tenor string section of a Chinese orchestra. On the 
Grassland is a wel l-known zhonghu solo piece, and Suwu is a famous zhonghu concerto. 

Gehu 
The gehu, a Chinese bass bowed-stringed instrument. belongs to the huqin fami ly. It came into being after thirty years of 
research, experiment and reform by Professor Yang Yu Sen. With the basic timbre and shape of huqins, it also incorporates 
the resonation structure of cello and double bass. In the early period of its development. there were four kinds of gehus 
small, medium, large and bass gehus. Since the 1950s, large gehu and bass gehu have been incorporated, rather successfully, 
into Chinese orchestra and ensembles. The gehu now used by The Huqin Quartet makes of a resonator covered with a single 
membrane of snake-skin, a bridge, a neck and four strings. The gehu is articulate and resilient in sound qua lity, and has a 
broad range. 



Chiang Kum Mun Gaohu 
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Chiang Kum Mun is a young talented homegrown musician with 
the Singapore Chinese Orchestra. 

Chiang started learning erhu from Zhang Bing Zhao during his 
secondary school days In mid 1995, he was awarded the Zubir 
Said Scholarship by the National Arts Councii(NAC) and went to 
China to pursue" a short term music study in Beijing and Shanghai 
under the tutelage of erhu masters, Chen Yao X in and Min Hui Fen 
which enable him to establish a strong foundation in erhu 
performing. Chiang has never once stopped learning, improving his 
performing skills each passing day. Subsequently, Chiang received 
a study grant from the Singapore Chinese Orchestra Company 
Limited to further his music study in erhu and gaohu performing 
techniques and skills with Maestro Chen Yao Xin and Maestro Yu 
Qi Wei in Beijing and Guangzhou respectively between May 1998 
and August 1998. 

Chiang won the first prize in the erhu senior section of the 8th 
National Music Competition in 1991. Consecutively, he was awarded 
the first prize in the National Chinese Instrumental Solo Open 
Category in 1992. 

Chiang has been the instructor of Cheng San Community Club 
Chinese Chamber Ensemble since 1990. The ensemble led by him 
won the second prize in the 1996 National Chinese Instrumenta l 
Ensemble Open Category. Chiang has frequently performed as an 
erhu soloist and lead player. He has been commended by the local 
Chinese orchestra music circle and received much compliments from 
the general public. 

Ling Hock Siang Erhu 
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Ling Hock Siang, a young and talented homegrown performer. He 
started learning violin with the encouragement from his parents at 
the age of eight In 1982, he joined the Dunman High School Chinese 
Orchestra and started learning erhu. He won the first prize and 
second prize in the Singapore National Music Competition Erhu 
Junior and Senior Category in 1983 and 1985 respectively 

In 1985, he joined the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts City Chinese 
Orchestra, formerly known as the Singapore Boardcasting 
Corporation Chinese Orchestra and was later appointed as its erhu 
instructor and sectional principal in 1990. He has performed in 
Malaysia, Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Hong Kong and Taiwan. 

Armed with a NAC scholarship in September 1993, he gained 
admission into the Shanghai Conservatory of Music majoring in 
erhu and violin. He studied under the tutelage of Professor Wang 
Yang De, a renowned erhu performer and educator. He also learned 
viol in from Professor Zhao Dan Qing. In July 1998, he graduated 
from the Conservatory with a degree 
and held a recital in Shanghai which 
was well received. 

He has been an erhu performer of the 
Singapore Chinese Orchestra since 
1997. He has performed with the 
Singapore Chinese Orchestra in 
Shanghai, Beijing and Xiamen.ln July 
1999, the Singapore Chinese 
Orchestra presents a Recital by Ling 
Hock Siang and Ouek Ling Kiang 
entitled Melodies with a Difference. 
He is also now a string instructor of 
the City Chinese Orchestra and 
various school Chinese orchestras. 
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Cheng Chung Hsien zhonghu 
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Cheng Chung Hsien is a young and talented local erhu performer. 
He was a Concert Master of Singapore Youth Chinese Orchestra 
and Kampong Chai Chee Community Centre Chinese Orchestra. In 
1988, he was appointed as a Concert Master of the 300-member 
Chinese Orchestra to perform at the Sentosa Evening Concert. a 
fringe programme organized by the Ministry of Socia l Development 

Cheng learned erhu from Mr Lim Ah Leek while he was in primary 
school. He was actively involved in the local Chinese orchestra circle 
after his secondary education. He has performed as solo ist or lead 
player in the concerts . In 1979, he joined the Singapore Youth 
Chinese Orchestra and participated in the Asia Youth Music Camp 
in Hong Kong He has also performed in Malaysia, Hawaii, 
Disneyland in America, San Francisco, Canada, Brunei and China. 

In 1987, Cheng was the champion in the National Music Competition 
Erhu Open Category. Professor Liu Ming Yuan , one of the judges 
has commended him as a huqin performer with great potential. In 
1989, wi th the sponsorship of the Singapore Chinese Cultural Fund, 

he w ent to Shanghai 
Conservatory of Music and 
studied under Professor Xiang 
Zu Ying and Madam Min Hui 
Fen . He also learned from 
Professor Wang Guo Tong. 

He is currently a musician of 
the Singapore Chinese 
Orchestra and an instructor and 
conducto r of the Chinese 
Orchest ras in several 
secondary schools. 

Poh Yee Luh Gehu 
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Poh Yee Luh is a versatile string player. He was the former principal 
cellist of the Singapore Youth Orchestra. He started learning violin 
during his secondary time and later switched to cello performance. 
He studied under the tutelage of Mr Leslie Tan and Mrs Herminia . 
A. llano . He went to Hong Kong to further improve his gehu 
performance skill in 1997. He was formerly a performer of the 
Singapore Youth Symphonic Orchestra and ASEAN Youth Orchestra. 

In 1991, Poh partic ipated in the ASEAN Youth Music workshop in 
Indonesia and was appointed as its Cello Sectional Principal. In the 
same year, he also participated in the ASEAN Composer's Music 
Workshop in Kua la Lumpur. He participated in the Arts Festival New 
Music Forum in 1992. He has performed in Australia, Japan, Taiwan 
and Hong Kong. 

Presently, he is a cel list of the Singapore Chinese Orchestra . He 
was formerly its Ce llo Sectional Princ ipal. He also plays the gehu 
in several SCO performances. He is an instructor of numerous school 
and Clans Association orchestras and a conductor of the Nanyang 
University String Orchestra. He is also a freelance performer of the 
Singapore Lyric Theatre Orchestra. 



Qu Jian Qing Yangqin 
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At the age of thirteen, Jian Ding's excellent music achievements 
gained her admittance into the prestigious Shanghai Chinese 
Orchestra. At the same time, she also gained entry to the 
secondary school affiliated to the Shanghai Conservatory of 
Music. Jian Oing studied under the tutelage of Professor Xiang 
Zu Hua, Mr Pang BoEr and Mr Zhang Xiao Feng. Over the years, 
she bagged numerous 
awards. Jian Oing also r-----------, 

owns the distinction of 
having performed several 
yangqin music 
compositions premieres. 
She was formerly a 
soloist and the Yangqin 
Principal of the Shanghai 
Chinese Orchestra (1978 
- 1994). She is currently 
the Yangqin Sectional 
Principal of the 
Singapore Chinese 
Orchestra. 

~-3'--M;~ 

Phang Thean Siang Dizi solo 
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Phang Thean Siang is a young and talented d1zi performer in 
Singapore. He JOined the Peop le's Association Chinese 
Orchestra in 1983 and is current ly a dizi performer of the 
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Ma Xiao Lan Konghou 
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Ma Xiao Lan, a young and renowned China konghou performer. 
She comes from a family endowed with music talents. She 
started learning the guzheng at a very young age. In 1979, she 
was recruited by the Shanghai Ch inese Orchestra. She started 
to learn the performing techniques of konghou in 1981 She 
performed in Singapore, Hong Kong and France between 1987 
and 1995. She has recorded numerous cassette tapes. She is 
currently a musician of the Singapore Chinese Orchestra. 

Singapore Chinese Orchestra. He performed in Malaysia, Japan, 
Germany, China and Hong Kong. He participated in the Hong 
Kong Youth Music Camp in 1986 and performed with the 
renowned dizi Maestro Yu Xun Fa in 1988. Phang was awarded 

a scholarship by the 
Singapore National Arts 
Council and studied in the 
Shanghai Conservatory of 
Music under the tutelage of 
Yu Xun Fa. 
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Lee Khiang oiyin Gehu 
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Lee Khiang joined the People's Association Chinese Orchestra 
in 1982 as a part-time musician and was its full-time musician 
in 1992. He is currently a musician of the Singapore Chinese 
Orchestra. Lee Khiang was awarded the second prize in the 
6th National Chinese Orchestra Competition He has performed 
in Malaysia, Taiwan 
and Japan. In 1998, he ,----------

performed with the 
Singapore Chinese 
Orchestra in Beijing, 
Shanghai and Xiamen. 
Lee Khiang is the 
conductor and 
instructor of several 
school and community 
centre/club Chinese 
orchestras. 

Tan Sung Wah Guitar 
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Ngoh Kheng Seng Percussion 
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Ngoh is a young local percussionist. Currently, he is a Singapore 
Chinese Orchestra percussionist. He started learning percussion 
from Lim Meng Keh, a Singapore Symphony Orchestra 
percussionist. In 1991, he represented Singapore in the First 
Asian Youth Orchestra and received special tra ining in Japan. 
He has performed in many parts of Asia. Singapore Youth 
Orchestra awarded him the Best Performer Award in 1993 and 
1994. In 1998, he participated in the 98' Percussive Art Society 
International Convention (PAS I C) in Florida, Orlando, America. 
Currently, he also teaches percussion in schools. 

Tan Sung Wah is a versatile string player. He started learning 
violin at a young age and took up erhu during his secondary 
school days. With the strong music foundation. he learned guitar 

and piano on his own and achieves 
excellent results. His tastes for 
music stretches from traditional 
Chinese and Classica l music to 
contemporary Blues. Rock and Jazz. 
He has performed in various music 
establishments and is currently 
involved in music production. 
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Management 

Senior Manager (Administration) 

Mr Ong Heng San 

Manager (Human Resource & Finance) 

Ms Teo Lee Hiang 

Manager (Programmes) 

Ms Neo Phaik Hoon 

Manager (Marketing) 

Mr Ho Wee San, Terence 

Accounts Executive 

Ms Chong Yeu Chyn, Madeleine 

Administrative Executive 

Ms Leong Foong Pheng 

Programme Executive 

Ms Loh Mee Joan 

Marketing Executive 

Ms Natasha Pat Lim 

Stage Supervisor 

Mr Lee Chun Seng 

Orchestra Librarian (Resources) 

Mr Goh Ek Meng 

Orchestra Librarian (Scores) 

Ms Koh Li Hwang 

*cover des(gn, typesetting, finished artwork & printing by Rolling Art Advertising MIT A (P)/02/01/99 
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Synopsis 

Spring Blossoms Dr. Ho Chee Kong 
In the joyful season of Spring, the earth springs forth with great strength and vigour. The music portrays the exuberance and 
energy of life with every breath from Spring It is like a call of celebrations, heralding a new beginning. 

Three Movements On Cantonese Tunes Phoon Yew Tien 
This music piece was composed on the invitation of The Huqin Quartet. It was divided into three movements, each using a 
Cantonese tune as its basic source material. The sequence of the music is as fol lows: 

(1) Allegro (Thunder Storm and Drought) 
(2) Adagio (Autumn Moon over Lake Ping) 
(3) Allegro (Horse Riding at the Countryside) 

While reta ining the essence and charm of the original music and attempting to infuse fresh ideas into the foundation plot, 
non-traditional technique such as tone row and cluster of tone intervals were incorporated into the traditional tunes and 
their harmony. Attempts were also made to maximise the balance of the musical arrangement in which each instruments is 
given an opportunity to express thereby creating a variety of contrasts and interests. 
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Synopsis 

Reflections of the Moon on the Waters of Erquan Hua Yan Jun 
This is a rearrangement of an erhu masterpiece by the famous musician Hua Yan Jun. nicknamed Ah Bing the Blind. A sense 
of tranqui lity prevails th roughout the music. It expresses the feelings and thoughts of the pitiful musician as he laments upon 
his unfortunate existence. In reflection of the moon and clouds, Ah Bing was filled with tumultuous thoughts and hope for 
his future. The music then toned down to a subdued mood. 

Beautiful Jiangnan Folk Music, Arranged by Ling Hock Siang 
The music uses bright and brisk melody to describe the beautiful scene of Jiangnan. 

Towards a Bright Future Liu Tian Hua, Arranged by Qu Chun Quan 
This composition was written in 1931. The piece is refreshing in rhythm, exudes vitality and full of vigour. Many foreigners 
in those days frowned upon traditional Chinese music as it was perceived as dispirited and inert. The composer was much 
annoyed and penned this composition to prove otherwise. The composition was one with determination, faith and hope. 

Sextet In Two Movements Phoon Yew lien 
The Sextets were composed for qudi, konghou (Chinese Harp). gaohu, erhu, zhonghu and gehu. The music was an expansion 
from the basic tunes of two Chinese folksongs (love songs) entitled Xin Tian You and Ri Weng Du Za respectively. The rhythm 
and harmony were vertically and horizontally developed using the pentatonic scale. For the orchestration, the konghou was 
used in an attempt to bring closer the different tonal characters between the qudi and the various string instruments. 

Evergreen Friendship Arranged by Chuan Joan Hee 
This delighted melody comes with the exotic musical features of Yunnan. With a theme written on 9/8 and 8/6 compound 
time, this music piece produces a strong dance rhythm throughout 

IF David Gates, Arranged by Poh Yee Luh 
The song /twas a hit success when it was released in 1971 by the pop group Bread, formed by David Gates with his friends. 
It is now specially rearranged for The Huqin Quartet. plus an accompanying guitar to acheive some cross-over music adaptation. 

Suite and Light Tony Osborne, Arranged by Poh Yee Luh 
Tony Osborne was born in Berkshire on 1947. He first studied cel lo but later switched to bass. He studied at the Royal 
Academy of Music, London between 1966 and 1969. He became a busy freelance bassist in London performing with many 
UK orchestras. He was influenced by Jazz and popular music, combining with his classical training result in an eclectic range 
of compositional styles and diversities of instrumental compositions. His Suite & Light for string ensemble was a reflection 
of his personal id iom. It was adopted here for The Huqin Quartet. 
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We wish to thank Mr Phoon Yew Tien, Mr Tan Swie Hian. 
the media and all who have contributed to the Singapore 
Chinese Orchestra in one way or another. 
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The Singapore Chinese Orchestra values support from 
organisations and individuals. All donations and sponsorship 
are most welcome. Tax exemption receipts will be issued 
accordingly. For donations, sponsorship programmes and 
advertising enquiries, please contact our Marketing 
Department at telephone number 3424024 or 3424026. 
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~ 5k ~T.Pf * Forthcoming Concerts 

Date/TimeNenue Concert Title Conductor Programmes 

23/1/2000 
m*~~ 

i\Ji;l'iJJI@, «~ft!:l~» 
(~1,!l El I Sun) ~Ji!JQ I&:$ 5Hll Stunning Rhythm 

$00~:3$-!t<~** 
1§-Jt<,\<:,~~§~tiH~ (( jGi5.J'cJ» 

7.30pm Wordless Rhythm 
::EJ;.t$: ~ $) Hu Bing Xu. (( ~LlJIXI.'M » 

Victoria Concert Hall Singapore Chinese Sketches of Tianshan 
~1b:fiJ.il~:~·5f-ff Percussion Orchestra (( ~iflj )) 

Music Director cum Vitality 
1§-!t<~fl:m:J%T- 99 Fiesta Principal Conductor (( §ift!:j )) 

:q:_ 12 FJ 23 a ~m~ A Recital by Drum Rhythm 
{E~ SISTIC ~J~~ ((~§i.l¥111l » 

:m~t±J~ o Renowned China Drum Overture 
Tickets are available at percussionist (( ~§ifr!il:r.t:tn 

al l SISTIC outlets from Wang Vi Dong Clamorous Lantern Festival 
23 December 1999. ((ifJ!*~fS~)... fEi] )) 

Ushering the Sl!ring 

9/4/2000 n~~•tm i\Ji;l'iJJI@, il* «~~)) 

(~1,!l El I Sun) ~Ji1JQ I&:$ 5Hfl Orchestral Music Celebrations 

A Fusion of 1§-Jt<,\<:,~~§~tiH~ 
7.30pm d't~~l&l-*Bil «.il@l:1::iUl» 

Music Hu Bing Xu, Violin Concerto 

Victoria Concert Hall - East Meets West Singapore Chinese The Legend of Lu Hui Tou 

~1b:fiJ.ill!.il5f-ff Rendezvous Orchestra ~.'R*: ~f~)~ 

Music Director cum Soloist : Yong Kai Lin 

1§-!t<~fl:m:J%'f Principal Conductor 
ilf<~J!If"gt&J-* Bil (( $M!! )) 2000 :q:_ 3 Fl 9 El ~7f 

~~{E~ SISTIC ~ff® 
Saxophone Concerto 

~:m~t±J~ o 
Unimpeded Thoughts 
~.'R*: f.! Jji.>J'-

Tickets are available at 
Soloist. Tang Xiao Ping 

all SISTIC outlets from 
9 March 2000. WJ~t&l-*Bil «'Ji)iiJ )) 

Piano Concerto Yellow River 
~.'R*: 1-t:~HI'l 
Soloist Lin Hui Juan 

((mmfW.*IIIl )) 
Bangdi Concerto 
~.'R*: *:X::~ 
Soloist: Zhu Wen Chang 

~-B.:~"gst!t<~HJ~tH!l 
«:1UI» - ii1lciJk:ltZ:E:P~ 
The First Orchestral Rhapsody 
An Impression of Chingay-
"Dragon Dance" 

~ifl" Ticket: $8, $12, $16 & $20 

(~~. ~1{,!:(00 B.:~~19:A93.-"3/\+ 57 J.>ZJ:.t.te1!t<~ A±Y!1J:mBiDJ¥-llf:!tJ!ffi': 7 jt, 10 jt, 13 7C& 16 7Co OCBC Z::.::f: 
-1'-ZZ.I{,f:(,\<:,~.93_-F I Jl*-F-~93-t;JlJ1!;'-;J%:$: 1'J 10 °/o1fTi'Q o 

Students. full· time NS men and Senior Citizens aged 60 & above are entitled to purchase concession tickets priced at $7,$10,$13 and $16. 

OCBC Arts Cardmembers and NTUC Club/Link card members are entitled to 10% discount I 
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fXiJi.d:: http://www&rcs.eom.sg/958 
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SINGAPORE CHINESE ORCHESTRA 
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Singapore Chinese Orchestra (SCO) is the only professional Chinese orchestra in 
Singapore. The SCO is managed by the SCO Company Limited, a company limited by 
guarantee. It was set up in May 1996 under the initiative of the Prime Minister. The 
Company's goal is to qualitatively develop the SCO into an orchestra of international 
standing. 

Since its inaugural concert in April 1997, the SCO has successfu lly staged more than 4 0 
concerts in various concert halls with majority enjoying full-house audience-ship and 
positive reviews. In September 1998, the SCO successfully conducted its first concert tour 
to Beijing, Shanghai and Xiamen. Under the baton of SCO Music Director cum Principal 
Conductor, Hu Bing Xu, the performances had earned high acclaims and rave reviews. 

The Orchestra has over 60 talented musicians. They perform regularly as soloists at both 
local and overseas concerts . . Many of the musicians play a vital role in developing amateur 
Chinese orchestras in schools, clan associations and community centres or clubs by serving 
as their conductors or instructors. 

Besides the regular concerts, the SCO also performs in national parks, community centres 
and schools to reach out to more public and young people to generate greater awareness 
and appreciation of Chinese orchestral music among Singaporeans. 

¥Jf j]Q ±§ $ * ~ ff ~& 0 i§i] 
SINGAPORE CHINESE ORCHESTRA COMPANY LIMITED 

C/0 PEOPLE ' S ASSOCIATION , BLOC K B, ROOM 5, 9 STADIUM LINK 
SINGAPORE 397750. TEL : (65)44 0 -3839 FAX: (65) 345-7029 
Website: www . sco-music.org.sg Email : sco@sco-music.o r g.sg 
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